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Abstract
This guide is intended for enterprise system administrators who are responsible for enterprise
network configuration and administrators for the HPE DCN software.
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Using OpenStack with Modular Layer 2
mechanism driver for HPE VSD-managed VMS

This section describes the functionality of the HPE Neutron Modular Layer 2 (ML2) mechanism driver that
supports HPE VSD-Managed networking (using the networks, subnets, and ports APIs).

Overview
This feature allows an OpenStack installation to support Single Root I/O Virtualization (SR-IOV)-attached
VMs (https://wiki.openstack.org/wiki/SR-IOV-Passthrough-For-Networking) with DCN-managed VMs
on the same KVM hypervisor cluster. It provides a HPE ML2 mechanism driver that coexists with the
sriovnicswitch mechanism driver.

Neutron ports attached via SR-IOV are configured by the sriovnicswitch mechanism driver. Neutron ports
attached to HPE VSD-managed networks are configured by the HPE VSC ML2 mechanism driver.

See the appropriate OpenStack Neutron Plugin user guide for more information on VSD-managed
subnets. Since HPE VSD-managed subnets appear in OpenStack as isolated subnets, there is no
interaction with any L3 Agent or Router Service Plugin that may be installed.

Caveats are as follows:

• SR-IOV-backed networks require separate orchestration to attach each SR-IOV VF to the appropriate
VLAN network. If HPE VSG is used as a Top-of-Rack switch, this can be done through the HPE VSD
APIs.

• Switching between HPE plugin and ML2 Mechanism Driver is not supported. If switching is required,
the existing resources, such as subnets, routers, networks, or ports, must be manually deleted prior to
the switch.

Prerequisites
• OpenStack Kilo, Liberty, or Mitaka
• HPE DCN 3.2R5 or above
• HPE VSC Neutron ML2 mechanism driver plugin

Nova configuration file
File and Location: etc/nova/nova.conf
Changes:

network_api_class = nova.network.neutronv2.api.API
neutron_ovs_bridge = alubr0
libvirt_vif_driver = nova.virt.libvirt.vif.LibvirtGenericVIFDriver
security_group_api = nova
firewall_driver = nova.virt.firewall.NoopFirewallDriver

Neutron (Standard) configuration file
File and Location: /etc/neutron/neutron.conf
Changes:

[DEFAULT]
api_extensions_path = $PYTHON_PATH_TO_NEUTRON/neutron/nuage
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extensions
allow_overlapping_ips = True
core_plugin = neutron.plugins.ml2.plugin.Ml2Plugin
If you need to enable to spawn VMs using Horizon, also add the following line to the file:

/etc/neutron/neutron.conf:

[DEFAULT]
service_plugins = router
The DCN driver will need the nuage_plugin.ini file as configuration input. For Ubuntu, this is done by
changing file: /etc/default/neutron-server.

Changes:

NEUTRON_PLUGIN_CONFIG="/etc/neutron/plugins/nuage/nuage_plugin.ini"
For Redhat, this file is selected creating a symbolic link:

ln -s /etc/neutron/plugins/nuage/nuage_plugin.ini /etc/neutron/plugin.ini

HPE VSD Managed subnets configuration
File and Location: /etc/neutron/plugins/ml1/ml2_conf.ini
Changes:

[ml2]
tenant_network_types = vxlan
type_drivers = vxlan
mechanism_drivers = nuage
extension_drivers = nuage_subnet, nuage_port

[ml2_type_vxlan]
vni_ranges = 1001:2000

[securitygroup]
firewall_driver = 
neutron.agent.linux.iptables_firewall.OVSHybridIptablesFirewallDriver

ML2 Mechanism driver plugin configuration
File: /etc/init/neutron-server.conf
Add the following:

script
    [ -x"/usr/bin/neutron-server" ] || exit 0
    DAEMON_ARGS="--config-file=/etc/neutron/plugins/ml2/ml2_conf.ini"
After making the configuration changes, restart the Neutron server.

OpenStack Local Settings
File: /usr/share/openstack-dashboard/openstack_dashboard/local/local_settings
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Add the following:

OPENSTACK_NEUTRON_NETWORK = {
    'enable_router': False,
    ...
    'enable_fip_topology_check': False,
After making the configuration changes, restart the Horizon Apache server for these changes to take
affect.

HPE DCN Networks software and hardware versions
• OpenStack Kilo, Liberty, or Mitaka
• HPE DCN 3.2R5 or above

Use cases
For mixed networking environments in OpenStack, the ability to have multiple network drivers is
important. For applications with multiple different network needs, and especially for customers where VMs
require different attachment mechanisms, this cannot all be handled by the DCN monolithic plugin. The
initial use case for this is SR-IOV support, which includes a passthrough to an underlying VLAN-backed
network.

In addition to the SR-IOV support for VMs requiring direct connectivity for maximum throughput and
minimum latency, this feature enabled HPE VSD-managed subnet support for standard VMs using virtio
drivers.

SR-IOV with DCN
VMs on the same hypervisor can be attached to either an HPE DCN network via VRS bridge or a VLAN
network via SR-IOV VF/macvtap. These are separate networks, and if connectivity between them is
required, it is provided outside the DCN ML2 driver context.

VMs on different hypervisors can be attached to the same VLAN network via SR-IOV. The DCN ML2
mechanism driver does not supply DHCP or metadata services to these VLAN-backed networks, but it is
possible for this to be available via OpenStack in the same way it is with the upstream implementation.

Caveats:

• Any routing between SR-IOV networks must be provisioned outside of OpenStack.
• Any connectivity between SR-IOV VLANs and DCN ML2 subnets must also be provisioned outside of

OpenStack, using HPE VSD APi calls to create gateway bridge ports on third-party gateways.
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Figure 1: Topology overview using DCN ML2 mechanized driver

Neutron API and CLI support
There are slight differences between HPE VSD-managed subnet support in the DCN Neutron plugin and
the ML2 Mechanism Driver.

To configure the HPE VSD organization for a given HPE VSD-managed subnet, there is no need to
create a netpartition in OpenStack first.

NOTE:

No default organization is created in a fresh setup with the ML2 plugin. It is the user's responsibility
to create an organization in HPE VSD and to specify the netpartition when using the ML2 plugin.

Below is a list of relevant supported and unsupported resources and attributes by the driver and ML2
plugin. Only what is supported by the DCN driver results in customized behavior such as creating or
changing resources on HPE VSD, or having custom rules, extra attributes and so on.

Table 1: Supported ML2 driver resources

Resource (:attribute) ML2 plugin DCN driver

network Supported Supported

port Supported Supported if subnet is VSD managed

>port:nuage_redirect_targe
ts

Allowed Supported

Table Continued
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security_group Supported Ignored

subnet Supported Supported if subnet is VSD managed

subnet:net_partition Allowed Supported

subnet:nuagenet Allowed Supported

subnet:underlay Allowed Ignored

subnet:vsd_managed Allowed Supported

This support includes:

• Support the /networks api
• Support the /subnets api (driver only performs actions for HPE VSD-managed subnets), meaning:

◦ For a create /POST request, nuagenet and net_partition must be provided in. Also when
these parameters are passed, it is required that the network has provider:network_type to set
vxlan or it has such a segment.

◦ For update /PUT and delete /DELETE requests, the subnet must have been created with the
required DCN attributes.

• Support the /ports api

◦ Only for ports attached to a network with HPE VSD-managed subnet attached.

When non-VSD-managed resources are created, the driver simply not acts but throw exceptions.

Binding HPE VSD redirection targets on Neutron
The HPE VSD redirection target must have been created via HPE VSD API or UI calls, and can be
associated with a specific Neutron port using the nuage-redirect-target attribute.

neutron port-update <port-id> --nuage-redirect-targets=<redirect-target name>

Other user impact
So the driver can run mostly outside the transactions of the main ML2 plugin, there are a few
consequences to be aware of:

1. Failures during update and delete requests.

• If an update to port/network/subnet fails in the driver, in the part that is not in the main transaction,
the outcome could possibly be that the resource is updated in OpenStack (and other mechanized
drivers) but the change is not reflected in the HPE VSD.

• The same applies for delete. If something unexpected happens which results in the driver not
deleting the resource from HPE VSD, the resource will gone within OpenStack.

The user receives an error response from doing the API/CLI calls, but is is still already processed by
the ML2 plugin, so the database has changed. This the recommended HPE VSD behavior.

2. Gateway IP.

For HPE VSD-managed subnets, the driver retrieves the gateway IP from the HPE VSD and overrides
the default set by OpenStack. For combinations with SR-IOV, this does not matter. But if users
attempt to use this driver with other drivers exposing the same subnet, the results will be unexpected
because some drivers use gateway x.x.x.1 and then DCN overwrites it to x.x.x.254 in the
database.
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Creating a VM with an SR-IOV port
For specific details, refer to the OpenStack documentation, but for reference, the steps to create a VM
with SR-IOV port are shown below.

Procedure

1. Create a neutron network.

neutron net-create --provider:physical_network=service_provider_net \
--provider:network_type=vlan --provider:segmentation_id=100 <networkName>

Note that the --provider:* arguments may not be provided. In that case, proper values for each of
the arguments will be used depending on the configuration of the underlying physical network. With
the above command, a neutron network is created and associated with a physical network.

2. Create a neutron subnet.

Follow stand procedures for creating a subnet on the above network.
3. Create a neutron port.

neutron port-create <net-uuid-from-step-1> \
--name sriov_port --vnic-type direct

The port sriov_port is created and associated with the network that is created from step 1. Thi port is
on the physical network service_provider_net.

4. Boot up an instance.

nova boot --flavor ml.large --image <image-uuid> \
-- nic port-id=<port-uuid-from step-3> <name of instance>
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Websites
General websites

Hewlett Packard Enterprise Information Library
www.hpe.com/info/EIL

Single Point of Connectivity Knowledge (SPOCK) Storage compatibility matrix
www.hpe.com/storage/spock

Storage white papers and analyst reports
www.hpe.com/storage/whitepapers

For additional websites, see Support and other resources.
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Support and other resources

Accessing Hewlett Packard Enterprise Support
• For live assistance, go to the Contact Hewlett Packard Enterprise Worldwide website:

http://www.hpe.com/assistance
• To access documentation and support services, go to the Hewlett Packard Enterprise Support Center

website:

http://www.hpe.com/support/hpesc

Information to collect

• Technical support registration number (if applicable)
• Product name, model or version, and serial number
• Operating system name and version
• Firmware version
• Error messages
• Product-specific reports and logs
• Add-on products or components
• Third-party products or components

Accessing updates
• Some software products provide a mechanism for accessing software updates through the product

interface. Review your product documentation to identify the recommended software update method.
• To download product updates:

Hewlett Packard Enterprise Support Center
www.hpe.com/support/hpesc

Hewlett Packard Enterprise Support Center: Software downloads
www.hpe.com/support/downloads

Software Depot
www.hpe.com/support/softwaredepot

• To subscribe to eNewsletters and alerts:

www.hpe.com/support/e-updates
• To view and update your entitlements, and to link your contracts and warranties with your profile, go to

the Hewlett Packard Enterprise Support Center More Information on Access to Support Materials
page:

www.hpe.com/support/AccessToSupportMaterials

IMPORTANT:

Access to some updates might require product entitlement when accessed through the Hewlett
Packard Enterprise Support Center. You must have an HPE Passport set up with relevant
entitlements.
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Customer self repair
Hewlett Packard Enterprise customer self repair (CSR) programs allow you to repair your product. If a
CSR part needs to be replaced, it will be shipped directly to you so that you can install it at your
convenience. Some parts do not qualify for CSR. Your Hewlett Packard Enterprise authorized service
provider will determine whether a repair can be accomplished by CSR.

For more information about CSR, contact your local service provider or go to the CSR website:

http://www.hpe.com/support/selfrepair

Remote support
Remote support is available with supported devices as part of your warranty or contractual support
agreement. It provides intelligent event diagnosis, and automatic, secure submission of hardware event
notifications to Hewlett Packard Enterprise, which will initiate a fast and accurate resolution based on your
product's service level. Hewlett Packard Enterprise strongly recommends that you register your device for
remote support.

If your product includes additional remote support details, use search to locate that information.

Remote support and Proactive Care information
HPE Get Connected

www.hpe.com/services/getconnected
HPE Proactive Care services

www.hpe.com/services/proactivecare
HPE Proactive Care service: Supported products list

www.hpe.com/services/proactivecaresupportedproducts
HPE Proactive Care advanced service: Supported products list

www.hpe.com/services/proactivecareadvancedsupportedproducts

Proactive Care customer information
Proactive Care central

www.hpe.com/services/proactivecarecentral
Proactive Care service activation

www.hpe.com/services/proactivecarecentralgetstarted

Warranty information
To view the warranty for your product, see the Safety and Compliance Information for Server, Storage,
Power, Networking, and Rack Products document, available at the Hewlett Packard Enterprise Support
Center:

www.hpe.com/support/Safety-Compliance-EnterpriseProducts

Additional warranty information
HPE ProLiant and x86 Servers and Options

www.hpe.com/support/ProLiantServers-Warranties
HPE Enterprise Servers

www.hpe.com/support/EnterpriseServers-Warranties
HPE Storage Products

www.hpe.com/support/Storage-Warranties
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HPE Networking Products
www.hpe.com/support/Networking-Warranties

Regulatory information
To view the regulatory information for your product, view the Safety and Compliance Information for
Server, Storage, Power, Networking, and Rack Products, available at the Hewlett Packard Enterprise
Support Center:

www.hpe.com/support/Safety-Compliance-EnterpriseProducts

Additional regulatory information

Hewlett Packard Enterprise is committed to providing our customers with information about the chemical
substances in our products as needed to comply with legal requirements such as REACH (Regulation EC
No 1907/2006 of the European Parliament and the Council). A chemical information report for this product
can be found at:

www.hpe.com/info/reach

For Hewlett Packard Enterprise product environmental and safety information and compliance data,
including RoHS and REACH, see:

www.hpe.com/info/ecodata

For Hewlett Packard Enterprise environmental information, including company programs, product
recycling, and energy efficiency, see:

www.hpe.com/info/environment

Documentation feedback
Hewlett Packard Enterprise is committed to providing documentation that meets your needs. To help us
improve the documentation, send any errors, suggestions, or comments to Documentation Feedback
(docsfeedback@hpe.com). When submitting your feedback, include the document title, part number,
edition, and publication date located on the front cover of the document. For online help content, include
the product name, product version, help edition, and publication date located on the legal notices page.
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